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TEMPERATURE EFPECTS ON THE MECHANICAL 
ROPERTIES OF ELDS IN THREE TYPICAL 

STRUCTURAL STEELS 

INTRODUCTION 

Numerous failures of welded steel structures under low 

temperature conditions have emphasized the need for a clear concept 

of the behavior of metals at low temperatures. uring the past 

fifteen years, such failures have occurred, for example, in ships, 

bridges, and large tanks. Prior to this time, fabrication of such 

structures rarely involved welding. The structures were riveted arid 

ii most cases safety factors based on the accepted standard of 

allowable tensile strength vere sufficient to insure satisfactory 

service under normal conditions. Fa1ication by welding of large 

steel structures is more economical and less time-consuming than 

riveting the imminence of a second World ITar placed the attempted 

solution to this problem high on the research list. 
The subject of this investigation was proposed by Professor 

S. H. Graf as part of an investigation for the Corps of Engineers, 

into the relative suitability of Maysri4t, 0.11 percent plain 

carbon, and 0.33 percent plain carbon steels for use in aU-lded 
navigation locks and spiliway gates for McNary Dam. In service 

these gates would be subjected to atnospheric temperatures ranging 

from about 2O F to perhaps 110 F. It was intended that a 

successful completion of This investigation should serve as a basis 

for selection of the proper steel for the above service, as weil 

as to assist in arriving at a better understanding of the mechanics 
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of the lower temperature fractures in welded steels. 

Jfl$TL*1 OF ItIOR INVESTIGATIONS 

Dewar in 1905 w* one of the first to institute research 

into the behavior of metals at temperatures below normal atmospheric 

temperatures. Ho'r, it was not until the middle of 1930 that 

extensive research was unIortaken in this field. With the advent 

of fabrication of steel structures by ulding, came scattered 

reports of structural failures, especially in bridgea. 

In most cases the fracturos exhibited brittle appearance. 

It had boon known for soir time that riveted structures, upon being 

loaded, tended to deform slightly at the joints. It was at first 

believed that the sole cause of failure in the e1ded structure lay 

in the inability of such structures to deform at the joints under 

load, thus creating high "locked up" stress 1thin the structure 

itself. Later investigation has shown this to be partially- true. 

However, also important is the ductility of the steel itself. 

Early investigations revealed that steels which exhibited satis- 

factory tensile strengths, impact values, and bend angles in bend 

tests at room temperature gave greatly different values at reduced 

temperatures. In most cases the tensile strength increased with the 

reduction in temperature, but impact values and bend anglos decreased 

greatly. Obviously, there was me ninimum temperature below 'vthich 

the steels wuld iield impact values and bend angles unsatisfactory 

for service. 

Prior to this tîn the design engineer was concerned with two 
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gZ'0UP8 of' properties; strength and ductilitï. The strength property 

was determined by static tensile tests of the material and could be 

easily 3pecified. The ductility was determined by a measurement of 

elongation and reduction in u'ea. These values were geioraUy 

deterdned at room temperatures. As long aß riveting ws used a 

a means of fabrication, little difficulty as experienced in 

structures designed 1th safety factor$ based on the above u1ues. 

Any defortion required to relieve "locked up" strese could take 

place at the riveted joint3. With the introduction of welding as 

a means of fabrication of structures, plastie f10 o the nietal 

itself wa required In order to relieve the strese3. tinder normal 

temperatme conditions, most steel8 have th ability to dcí'orrn in 

such a nianner. In other words, the teel$ are ductlo. However, 

tinder low temperature conditions some steels do not deform prior 

to failure, that is, they are brittle steels. Static test$ 

indicate that steels become harder ar1 stronger ïith a decrease in 

temperature. These results cóizld be very misleading to the 

designers since ductility uuaUy decreases correspondingly. In 

addition, fabrication by lding often creates fine notche8 or 

cracks in the weld metal or in the adjacent heat-sifected area. 

Such Cr9Ck8 act as points of localized staes concentration. Un1es 

there is plastic deformation to relieve concentrated stresses existing, 

cracks are rapidly enlarged and can propagate rapidly throughout the 

entire structure, Such failures have often been described as being 

similar to an explosion. Since failure without plastic deformation 

has an extremely low time factor, the forces involved are of a very 
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high order (11). Under conditions of local stress concentrations 

associated with notches or sharp changes in section, low temperatures 

at time of loading, or rapid rates of loading, load bearing capacity 

of steel depends on its ability to resist stress where plastic 

deformation je moro restricted than it is in the tensile test (9), 

Kinzel (II) noted that the decrease of ductility with a decrease in 

temperature was in no instance a proportional relationship, and 

found that an increased rate of load increases the temperature at 
I 

which brittle behavior occurs, as does increased restraint (sharriese 

cl' notch). 

Ludwik postulated a theory for brittle failure 01' steele when 

he stated that for a given material brittle failure takes place when 

the stress necessary for yielding (the flow stress) exceeds the 

stress necessary for fracture (the fracture stress). That is, Ji 
a material is stressed below the flow stress it wiU deform 

elastically, if stressed between the flow and fracture stress it will 
deform plasticafly, and if stressed above the fracture stress it Will 
fail. In materials subject to low temperature embrittlement, the 

flow stress increases faster than the fracture stress with a reduction 

in temperature. ien a temperature is reached at which the flow 

stress exceeds the fracture stresse the metal has become completely 

brittle. This temperature of embrittlement is designated the 

transìtion tenrnerature of the metal. " Mals could become brittle 

in a similar manner il the fracture stresevere to decrease faster 

than the flow stress with a decrease in temperature. However, such 

cases are rare. Anderson and íagner (1), MacAdam, and nuuerous 
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other investigators have concurred in this theory. 

A notch has the effect of raising the strain rate at the base 

of the notch, as weil as increasing stress concentration and, 

therefore, should raise the transition or embrittling temperature. 

Also, sharper and deeper notches cause additional restraint 

restricting material contraction (U). 

Now it remained to be determined which metals were subject 

to this socailed low temperature embrittlernent. Investigation has 

shown that this embrittlement occurred in ferritic steels but was 

almost entirely absent in austeriltic, cower base1 or nickel base 

steels (7). Seigle and Brick (16) state that low temperature 

ductility appears to be the property of only the face-centered 

cubic lattice (nickel, aluminum, lead, most of the austenitic steels, 

copper, et cetera). Ferritic steels being of the body-centered 

cubic lattice, are subject to low temperature embrittloment. The 

problem then was to investigate the mechanics of low temperature 

fractures and to devise a method of testing metals in order to 

standardize the selection of the proper material for use in 

structures where low temperatures might be encountered. As 

previously mentioned, in riveted structures slippage could take 

place at the joints as necessary; whereas, in welded structures this 

cannot occur. In addition, no detrimental heat effects such as 

accompany the welding process, occur during the riveting process. 

It is a generally accepted theory that steels under normal 

conditions, when subjected to a load, reach first a yield point 

after which there is a considerable amount of deformation or plastic 
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flow prior to fracture. Upon reduction of tenperature, in the case 

of Lerritic steels, the stress required to produce flow exceeds the 

stress required to produce fracture. In the £frst casai the fractin'e 

is of the ductile type, in the socor caso1 brittle (5). The 

teLtperature at which the fracture changes froii ductile to brittle, 
the transition temperature, is of extreme importance in the design 

of welded steel structures. If the structure is never exîxsed to 

temperatures in the vicinity of this transition temperature, it 
would be expected that it would react normally. The determination of 

this transition temperature has been the subject of much controversy 

for the past few iears. Uany opinions exist concerning types of 

te8t SDeciflefl8 and the procedures to be used in such determinations. 

1. TestinL Procedures 

Most authorities apee that tension tests on unnotched 

specins have little or no value in the determination of the 

behavior of steels at low temperatures. For many years, investi. 

gations were based a]riost entirely upon rosulta of notched bar 

impact tests. These specimens made use of various types of notches, 

including Charpy key-hole notch, standard ASTM 45 deee notch, am 

in Germany the German Charpy key4ole notch The German Charpy 

di1ferec from the ;merican Charpy In that the breaking area was 

lo by 7 mm instead of 10 by 5 mm. }uch controversy has arisen as 

to the best type of notch to be used with the impact specimen. The 

standard V-notch Charpy specimen approaches very cicsely the most 

severe conditionø of loading which may be imposed on standard impact 
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bars. The V"notch also is often credited with great selectivity 

and more readily showing transition temperature. However, Hoyt (10) 

remarks, " For tough metals the V-notch is too shaflow for true 

notch-bar tests and gives fictitiously high i'iipact values.' The key- 

hole notch was the one most widely used in 1940, although not so 

sensitive to differences in composition and temperature as the 

V-notch (2). Many investigators used the key-hole notch for no 

better reason than the large amount of data available for comparison. 

It can be seen that correlation of impact data is exceedingly 

difticult with these three specimens in wide use. 

(a) Impact testo 

In service the rate of loading ordinarily is similar 

to that encountered in static testing. The rate of 

loading in impact tests is much greater than that 

usually encountered in service. For this reason 

correlation between impact values and performance of 

plate in service is somewhat doubtful. MacGregor and 

Grossman (15) believe that the Charpy impact test does 

not yield values which can be used directly in design. 

Its uso is mainly restricted to the determination of 

the effects of metallurgical and structural changes on 

the energy absorbed at a fixed strain rate and for an 

idealized condition of constraint. There is no exact 

impact level at which fracture changes sharply from 

tough to brittle, but rather a transition zone. In other 

words, there is a range of temperatures in which the 



Charpy test miht yield values ranging from extremely 

ductile to extremely brittle for the same metal. 'or 

this reason, research using the Charpy test must, of 

necessity, involve a large number of specimens in order 

to establish a set curve. Obviously, this imposes 

considerable restriction upon the testing program, since 

the Oharpy specimen involves a great deal of machining. 

It is necessary that this transition zone be completely 

defined in the case of impact tests, since high impact 

values could be obtained at temoeraties of the order of 

one to two degrees above the transition zone. 

Armstrong and Gagnebin in their survey of work on steels 

suitable for temperates dom to -200 F (19) set an arbitrary 

15 ft-.lb of energy absorption in the harpy test as a desired 

temperature requirement. Such a requirement was to be a satis- 

factory basis for acceptance of steels, inasmuch as many tsetors 

control values given in the Charpy test. The transition tentperature 

has been found to increase with an increase in sharpness of the 

notch, with an increase in striking velocity of the pendulum, and 

with a change in method of forming notch (machining or pressing). 

In sunmiary then, it can be seen t!iat the transition temperatine of 

a seel, as determined by impact tests, does not mean that the 

steel wifl show brittle failures in service at this temperature, 

Iflier, Wagner, and Gensamer (12) have conclided that the Charpy 

test cannot serve to indicate the acceptability of a given ship 

plate steel. Wiley (lß) feels that at the present time there is no 



satisfactory test for the determination of the transition temperature, 

but that the Charpy notched-bar impact gives a better indication of 

the reai5tance of the steel to fracture under low temperatures 

than the tensile test specified at present. 

Recently a new type of impact specimen, the Schnadt specimen, 

has been introduced (Figure 1) (17). Schnadt used three impact 

specimens, two of vthich were notched, to evaluate the brittleness 

of steel. Brittle metal gives low values in all three specimens. 

Semi-brittle steel has a high impact value only in the un-notched 

specimen, whereas the tough steel exhibits high values in all 
three specimens. 

The Izod impact test has not been used extensively since it is 

not practical for use at low temperatures unless the entire testing 

machine can be placed in a cold room. The Charpy test has been 

q'iite convenient for low temperature use since the specimen could be 

removed from the cooling unit, placed in the machine, and broken in 

a matter of two or three seconds. This could not be done with the 

Izod machine. 

The notched-bar impact testa can be useful in determining the 

general characteristics of a steel. However, until such time as 

specifications are devised, standardizing the specimen including 

type an:1 depth of notch, there will be little basis for correlation 

of values so obtained. It must be emphasized that Impact results 

are not indicative of service characteristics of the metal, but are 

peculiar to the particular metal involved and the conditions imposed 

upon that metal. Some authorities have noted variations in these 
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* The three Schndt impact specimens. A hardened 
steel pin is fitted tightly into the 5 mm holes. 
The hsner of the impsct machine strikes the pin. 
Accordingly, the fractured section is entirely 
in tension. Dimensions in millimeters. 



values among two 8teols exhibiting id&tical microstructure and 

chemical composition but of different heats. 

(b) Notched bend teste 

Notched bend tests involving many variations in 

notch position, direction of notch (lon.tudina1 or 

transverse) and direction of bead (longitudinal or 

transverse) have been proposed. These bend tests tend 

to give a ansit±on temperature rather thaìi a transition 

zone, Obviou$ly this is very desirable. However, many 

of the difficulties encomtered in the Qarr tests are 

encountered in the bend tests. Variations in values of 

bend angles at fracture are obtained with variations in 

sharpness and depth of the V-notch. These varationa are 

not so pronounced as in the case of the npact test values. 

Xinzel (11) detemined the transition temperature by 

measurini one percent lateral contraction obtained in 

notched.. bend tests. His results were quite consistent 

for similar steels. He feels that results obtained by 

this method of testing are much more easily correlated 

with actual service conditions, He points out that ho 

has found fractures in service showing lateral contrac. 

tions of the order of one percent. 

The M.I.T. slow-bend test has given transition temperatures 

corresponding to the upper portion of the transition zone obtained 

by the inpact tests. The transition temperature obtained in this 

manner is defined as the highest temperature at which fracture is 



obtained without noticeable deformation as determined by the load 

deflection diagram. This value then is a conservative one which 

might be well adaptable to design specifications (15). 

Otto Graf (8) after much research on structural failures, such 

as the failure of the Ruderadorf Bridge in 1938, proposed a 

longitudinally welded siecimen notched at right angles to the bead. 

This specimen tests the unaffected plate metal, the heat-affected 

zone, and the piste metal. Most of his failures started at the 

junction of the plate and weld metal. On the other hand, M.I.T. 

slowend tests found that the zone of lowest ductility occurred 

as much as one-half inch away from the weld in some cases. 

l3agsar (3) has investigated cleavage or brittle fractures in 

mild steels, using a test ccupon ;1th an eccentric load applied to 

cause fracture, FIgure 2. Use of such a test coupon is more time 

consuming, since the test set.up is moro complicated ai1 larger 

specimens are necessary. However, he feels that the results justify 
these disadvantages. Thansition temperatures determined by this 

metod have been found to run 85-100 F higher, In some cases, than 

those obtained by Charpy impact tests, and therefore appear to more 

nearly indicate the behavior of the steel in service. Since most 

welded structures involve minute cracks, and are therefore subject 

to cleavage fractures, this type of a test should be considered 

unless further investigation indicates otherLse. 

IcGrogor and Grossman (14) used notched bar bend tests and 

tests on circular discs and were able to obtain exceflent correlation 

between these two. From this they conclude that general correlation 
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of properly notched bars and. structures, or machine parts, is 

possible as regards the transition to rittle fracture. 

In sunary, the bend specimens are easier to test at low 

temperature than the tension specimens, but somewhat more difficult 

than the impact specimens. Large bend specimens can be loaded to 

failure in the testing machines ordinarily available. l3end angles 

at the weld for different steels are relatively large, facilitating 
the comparison of tests. 

2. Grain Size 

Fine gramad ferritic steels lose th oir ductility at lower 

temperatures than coarse grained steels. flowever, both become 

completely embrittled at sufficiently low temperatures. It has 

been found that coarse grain generally accompanies trittle fractures 

at low temperatures but is not necossar±ly the cause of such 

fractures. Fine McQuaid-hn grain size usually indicates better 

impact properties at low temperatures. However, fine McÇmaid-Ehn 

grain steels usually have been treated with sufficient aluminum to 

retain definite quantities in solution (2). 

3. Carbon 

Carbon has been felt to be the greatest single factor in the 

loss of ductility at lower temperatures. In general, an increase 

in carbon is accompanied by an increase in the transition temperature. 

Ziegler (19) obtained best results with a maximum of 0.05 to 

O.O'7 percent carbon. The difficulty is that reduced percentage of 
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carbon reduces the tensile strength to somewhat below the desired 

limit. In an effort to overcome this difficulty, investigation ol' 

the effect of alloys was undertaken. It as found that the addition 

of vanadium increased the tensile strength but decreased the impact 

values. Addition of nxlybdenum decreased the iipact values at ail 

temperatures, but a proper balance of nickel and mo]bdenum will 

give fair low temperature impat resistance. Hardness alone is not 

a determining factor. However, for the same type of microstructure 

oritt1ement will occur at higher temperatures at the higher 

hardness levels. 

4. Setion Size 

Brown, Lubahn, and Evert (5) have conducted extensive 

investigations into the effect of section size on static notched 

har tensile properties, They found that an increase in the tested 

specimen size may result in a pronounced decrease in the unit 

properties of the presumably geometrically similar specimens. The 

effects of section size as an erabrittling factor can best be 

explained by a statistical theory that considers the metal volume 

to contain defects of varioua degrees of severity wh±ch determine 

the local properties. 

5. Principles of Test 

The specimens should involve actual welding and the power 

input, speed of welding, and mass of specimen should be varied to 

match the application in question. ss effect is automatically 



matched if the thickness of the test specimen is that of the plate 

(U). 

Kinzel (U) suggests that the bead be longitudinal and that 

the notch be at right angles to the weld, and therefore test all 

zones, His suggestion for a standardized te8t zi.s the setting of 

an one percent contraction aa the deterrnn1xig factor in the 

transition temperature. He fornid that this gave the best correlation 

to transition temperatures found in service conditions, and further, 

that the one percent contraction also broadly corresponds ta easurod 

deformations in service failures This disagrees considerably with 

the opinions of some other authorities. 

It has been shown in welded structures that the elimination 

of small cracks either in the weld metal or heat'affeeted zone 

adjacent to the weld metal is almost impossible. A crack is a 

notch of almost infinite sharpness, and may result due to 

hardening in the heat.affected zone or due to stresses produced by 

combination of the normal temperature restraint and the effect of 

volume change due to transformation of the steel. 

Thermal cycles may sulenient stresses tending to crack the 

heat-affected zone as well as the deposited metal. There is a 

tendency for stress concentration at the base of such cracks. 

Therefore, the question of notch sensitivity of the steel is highly 

important. It is for this reason that investigations concerning the 

transition temperature of steels using unnotched specimens have 

been almost entirely abandoned. 
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6. Suxnary 

Graf (8) upon investiations of actial failures of structures 

in service, concluded that the following factors are i ort,ant in 

explaining these failures: 

(a) Chemical composition of the steels, their method of 

troduc tian, ingot practico, probably also the 'eatment of 

the steel during rolling and fabrication 

(b) The size of the welded elements, particularly their 

thickness (before the accident commenced to occur, flanges 

of structures were thiirner and narrower) 

(e) The shape of the structure, especially the kind of welds 

nd their location 

(d) The secmence of welding, the speed of welding, the 

restraint to expansion an contraction offerer! by the 

surrounding steel during heating and cooling (web 

stiffeners with ends wedged tight or with free ends ) and 

also the temxeraturo of the air and the steel during 

welding, et cetera 

(e ) The shrinkage stresses in the completed structure, 

particularly in the welds 

(f) The temperature of the structure in service 

(g) The trpe and magnitnde of loading in service and in the 

tests 

The material of vich the girder is built must he of such 

quality that it will undergo a eat deal of deformation without 



fractures when overloaded despite the presence of fine, short 

cracks. 

In view of the variety of factors Involved in low temperature 

embrittlement of steel, it can be seen that the problem of selection 

of a test method to be used as a standard in specifications is 

exceedin1y complex. Many authorities, including Luther (13) and 

Wiley (18) feel that there is no satisfactory method available at 

the present time for evalúating the low temperature properties from 

a design standpoint. Luther states that each originator of a new 

method feels that his is apoaching perfection and that ali others 

are not completely satisfactory. This appears to be the most 

definite conclusion which can be made at the present time. 

Obviously, there is a great need for roseàrch in this field. 
Battelle !emoria1 Institute is at the present time conducting an 

investigation into the problem of selection of the st suitable 

type of test specimen. I.I.T., which has some of the most 

extensive equipment for low temperature work in the United States, 

is conducting several investigations into the behavior of metals 

at low temperatures. Many others, too numerous to mention, have 

some form of research project in this field under way. 

As previously mentioned, most austenïtic and nickel base 

steels are not subject to low temperature embrittlement. This 

problem could be by-passed then by replacing the usual structural 

steels with one of these two. However, in most instances the cost 

would be prohibitive. 

Dagear (4) suggests the following precautions to be taken in 



designing in order to partially counteract the opertie of 

enibrittlement z 

( a) Use, for construction of critical $ections, a steel 

which possesses the necessary resistance to dezelopment 

of cleavage fractures under service conditions. Heat 

treathents also mar be necessary. 

(b) Increase factor of safety for critical sections. 

(c) Include in design a sufficient number of crack-arrestors. 

(d) Modify design so as to eliminate as much as possible 

stress raisers or notches. 

In addition, 'awn and co-workers (5) recommend: 

(a) Pre-treatrnent of plate structure, such as hardening or 

tempering, and 

(b) Post-heating..robably mostly because of motallurical 

improvement to the steel 

TEST PROGRAM 

1. General 

A 30 degree double bevel (60 degrees included angle of weld) 

weld consisting of four passes, t on each side, was selected as 

the most suitable type for this investigation. One of the desirable 

qualities of such a weld is that an equal quantity of deposited 

metal lies on each side of the plate. 

After a survey of previous work in this field, the foUwthg 

types of test specimens were selected: 
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(a) Tension specimens (yielded and plate) 3. 3/16 in. by 12 in. 

by 1/2 in., necked section 1 in. 

(b) Free bend specimens 3. in. by 12 in. by 1/2 in., welded to 

be tcsted on the flat and on the edge 

(e) Notched bend specimens i in. by 12 in. by 1/2 in. standard 

ASTM 45 degree V.ìnotch, weldod and plate, to be tested on 

the flat and on the edge 

(d) L'npact specimens, standard Charpy irmact specimens, 

welded and plate, to he tested un-notched on flat and 

edge and notched on flat and edge. 

There ere many other possibilities in the selection of 

specimens to be used. However, it was felt that these specimens 

would best serve the purpose, as well as facilitate preparation of 

the specimens and testing. In addition there was a limited amount 

of material available, and se1ecton of these specimens permitted 

a maximum number of tests. 

The ASTM 45 degree V-notch was selected for all notched 

specimens, since it was felt that this troe notch imposes nearly the 

most severe conditiorLs possible in ser'vice, and further, in the case 

of ductile materials, the key-hole notch has been troven quite 

unsatisfactory. 

Testing temperatures of 70 F, O F, and -20 F were selected, 

this being the expected critical rango of temperatures in service. 

Later it was found necessary to test six of the impact specimens 

at 120 F, since results indicated that even 70 F was below the 

transition temperature of the 0.33 percent plain carbon steel. 



OUTLINE OF TEST PROGRAM 

"A" Speciniene - Mayari.!, 0.10% C Steel 
"B" Speciniens - 0.11% Plain Carbon Steel 
"C" Specizns - 0.33% Plain Carbon Steel 

Tests on Or1.na1 Material as Received 

Tension, 70 F A-1, B.w2 C-2 
Notched Bend, 70 F A-2 B-1, C-1 
Notched Ber:1, -20 F A-3, r3-3, C-3 

Tension. i3end1 and Lnpact Tests on e1ded Specimens 

NB - Notched Bend, FB - Free Bend, T - Tension, I - Impact 

Ends s e1ded Type & As Te1ded Type & Un1ded Iact Spçiens 
'70 F O F -20 F Discards (Ä,r3,c) Temp. (A,B,C) Temp. 

l_i i-2 F13 Flat 70 F 4-2 T 70 F A-1-3 U- A-l-9 F A1-7 U-F 
1-]2 1..3 I (s) D F 4-3 F13 Edge 70 F UF fl-1'.9 F Ba-7 U-F 
2-1 14 NB (s) 70 F 4-4 I (E) 70 F C-1-3 U-F C-1-e F C17 U-F 
2-12 1-5 T 70 F 4-5 T O F A.2-3 U A-e-9 E AIIQJ7 Tj.. 

3-1 i ?,9 Edge 70 F 4-6 I (S) O F B'2-3 U- 3-2- E B2J7 U-E 
3-3.2 1*7 ] (E) 70 F 4-'? F33 Plat O F C.2-3 U C-2 E C7 U 
4-1 1* NB (E) 70 F 4- NB (E) 70 F A3a7 F A-3-3 U-F A..3.-9 F 
4-13 19 I (s) o F 4- YB Edge O F B-3J7 F D-3-3 U-F B-3.9 F 
5-1 1-10 FB PLat O F 4-10 NB (s) O F C-3-'? F C-3-3 U- C-3 F 
5-3.3 1-11 NB (S) o F 4-U I (E) o F A-4-6 E A4 U- A-11 E 
6-1 2-2 F2 Edge O F 4-12 NB (E) O F B4-6 E B- U D-4-U E 
6-13 2-3 I (E) O F 5-2 T -70 F C.6 E C-4-4 1J E 

2-4 NB (E) o F 5-3 F13 Flat -20 F A.4-4 U-? Â-5-6 F A-5-U F 
2-5 T Q F 5-4 I (S) -20 F B-5-i U-F I3-5 F B*5-U F 
2-6 YB Flat -20 F 5-5 T -20 F C-s-4 U-? C-5-6 F C-.0 F 
2-7 1 (s) -o F 5-6 i (E) -20 F AII5III4 U-E A-5 E Â-5-6 E Z') 



OUTLINE OF 1ST PROGRAM (Cont'd) 

Ends M Welded Tjpe & As Welded Type & Unwelded Inipact Specirnens 
flLacards (A,B,C) Temp. (A,B,C) Temp. ' F O F -20 F 

2-8 NB (s) -o F 5.'7 FB Edge .O F B-.5-4 U*.E B-5'.6 E B-56 K 

29 :r (E) .-o F ..8 NB (s) -o F C-5-d U- C-5-6 E C-5-6 E 
Unw1ded impact specimens cut from ends 2-10 TB Edge -O F 5-9 IS Flat 70 F 

NB (E) -20 F 5..1O N: (E) -2O F of pièces for welded impact specimens. 
3-2 TB Flat O F 5-il I (s) '70 F Second group of specimens from plates 
3_13 1(u) Spare 542 NB (S) 70 F No. 5, cut from other end. 
:3-4 NB (S) 70 F 6-2 T 70 F U -unotched. 
3-5 T OF 6..3 FB Flat ..20F 
3-6 FB Edge O F 6 I (E) -20 F Notch Position 
3-p? I(E) 
3_g B 

OF 
Spare 

6.5 T 
6iim6 I 

-20F 
(5) -20 F "' )PCCS 

3_ci I (S) o F 6.-q F13 Flat 70 F 
E 3-10 !B (E) O F 6..ß w (E) 70 F - 

3-11 NB (S) O F 6-9 F13 Edge -20 F 
6-10 NB (S) -QO F Side (S) 
6-aii(u) -20F 
6-12 NB (E) -20 F Bend Spec. 

Edge (E) 

I X Side (5) 
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Hardness surveys across the wolci and heat-effected zones wore 

desired in order to correlate points of embrittlenent 1th location 

of hard spots, L'ineU hardness tests were to be made in order to 

classify the material. X-my inspectf.ons were made of each weld 

in order to Insure satisfactory fusion between the weld and parent 

metals. Metallographio examinations were to be made of the 

structure in the unaffected plate, heat.effected zone, line of 

fusion between the eld and parent metal, and weld metal. 

2. Materia]. 

Three types of steel, Layari-R, 0.11 percent plain carbon 

aixl 0.33 percent plain carbon steel were to be investigated. The 

following chemical compositions of these steels were supplied by 

the manufacturer: 

% C ì P S Si NI. Cr Cu 

MayarI4 0.10 0.70 0.099 0.033 0.25 O.33 0.51 0.55 

Plain Carbon 0.11 0.51 0.013 0.038 

Plain Carbon 0.33 0.74 0.015 0.044 

The welding rod used wes Fleetweld 85, with the following 

composition: C 0.10-0.14, Ma - O.40'iO.45, Si - 0.01 max., 

s 0.035 max. P - 0.030 max., Cu O.t max., coating, Mo -0.5. 

:3. l'reparation of Specimens 

Three 12 in. by 12 In. by 1/2 in., end three 6 In. by 24 In. by 

1/2 In. plates of each of the three steels were available for this 

test program. A i 1/4 in. by 12 in. section was cut from each of the 
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12 In. squaro plates in order to provide speciinns of the unwolded 

plate for tension and bend tests. This left thxee 10 3/4 in, by 

12 in. by 2 in. plates of each of the steels, 'hich were cut in 

the ìdddie the long way in the direction of rolling. The platee 

were then beveled along the cut and welded. The reìain1ng three 

platos of each 3teel were cut in the middle perpendicular to the 

two-foot dirnension,beveled along the present one-foot dimension, 
arid welded so as to form plates 12 in. by 12 in. by 1/2 in. The 

plates were welded using a Lincoln-Shield Arc Velder, 150 amperes, 

using an average current of approximately 27 volts and 132 amperes. 

This left plates with aU welds in the direction of rolling, from 

wh!ch test specimens were th be cut. Figure 3 shows the approximate 

position of each specimen in the original plate. 

The letter designation "A was given to the Mayar&4 plate, 

'IB" to the 0.11 percent plain carbon steel plates, and "C" to the 
0.33 'ercent plain carbon steel plates. Numerals from one to six 

ware given to each of the plates, w!th one to three being given to 

the 10 1/4 in. by 12 in. by 1/2 in. plates, and four to six to the 

12 in. by 12 in. by 1/2 in. plates in order to designate the 

individual plates. Plates A, B, and C-3 and 6 wore stress relieved 

for one hour at 1100 F. 

The welded plates u'ere cut transverse to the direction of 

rolling, as shown in Figure 3. The tension and bend speciraens were 

then mifled do'n to size. The impact sieciniens were cut from pieces 

indicated, with the weld in the center of the specimen. These were 

rrtlled on all four sides, so as to place the center of the weld in 



Figure 3. ecimens Used in Test Program, In Position as in Uncut Plate 

'Ji 
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the center of the specimen. In addition impact specimens froi 
mTwelded plates were cut froni ends of these pieces. The ends of 

the plates, apox1rnate1y 1/2 In. wide, were reserved for htrdnes 

surveys and metaUoz'aphic examinations. ASTM 45 degree V-iotches 

were cut in the notched-bend specimens, as indicated tn the test 
program sheet. AU machining was done in the mechanlciants shop 

'with the exaption of the notching, which was done in the shop of 

the aeronautica1 division. 

4. taUgraic &amination 

Inapectiori of the plates indicated that sorne of the 'IC" 

plates, C-'4 in particular, had extensive carbon segregation with 

an extremely high carbon sandwich resulting at the center of the 

plate. Metaflographic examination verified this fact az did 

later hardness tests. Lgure 4 is a micrograph of the high carbon 

center of plate C4. Figure 5 is a microgra of the heat-affected 

zone near the edge of the plate, Figure 6 at the junction of the 

parent and weld metals, and Figm-e 7 is a xnicrograph of the structure 

near the bottom of the first pass of deposited ta1 arid the 

heat-affected zone. Micrographe were not made of the A and B 

specimens since the structures in smi1ar portions of the plate 

would be quite similar with the exception of the high carbon sand- 

wich. Figure is a marograph of the 'weld section showing 

deposited metal, heat-affected zone, and high carbon center. 
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Figure . iiacrograph of Veld Plate C Showing Deposited :îetal, 
Heat-Affected Zone and High Carbon Center 
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5. Hardness Teste 

riardness contours (Figures 9-12) across the welds were made 

for all three steels, two contours being made for the C plates; 
one of the specimens showing no carbon segregation, and the second 

with the high carbon center. 

Figure 9 shows a zone of high hardness at the junction of the 

parent metal and the weld metal deposited in the last pass. This 

zone might be expected, since the last pass is not subjected to 

the annealing heat treatment by subsequent passes. A zone of low 

ductility would be expected to col.Mide with this zone of high 

hardness. 

Figure 10, showing the hardness contours of the 0.11 percent 
carbon steel, indicates two zones of high hardness lying almost 

entre1y in the third and fourth passes. Since the carbon content 
of the weld material was slightly higher than that of the plate 

metal, and pass number three received little heat treatment, thile 
pass nunf'er four received no heat treatnt due to the welding 

cycle, this might be expected. 

Figure 11 (0.33 perient carbon steel without high carbon 

center) shows four zones of high hardness lying in the heat- 
affected zone at the fwion line. The zones of highest hardness 

are associated with pass number four, as might be expected. 

Failure in the bend testo, especially the free bend, would be 

expected in the heat-effected zone. 

Figure 12 (0.33 percent carbon steel with high carbon center) 
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indicates a zone of extremely high hardness throughout the center 

of the plate and weld. Carbon migration into the weld is apparent 

by the relatively higher hardness of the weld metal. Fracture in 

free bend might be anticipated in the hent*e.ffected zones 

exhibiting a lesser degree of ductility than might be expected 

in similar specimens without the high carbon center. 

!ineU hardness tests were made on the sides and edges of 

reesentat1vo samples of all plates in order to classify the 

plate materIal. 

6. Tension Teats 

35 

Tension tests were made on one unwelded specimen of each 

plate at 70 F and on two welded as rolled and welded stress-relieved 

specimens of each plate at 70 F, O F, and -20 F. Average values 

of resulte are shown iii Table I. The tensile tests of the steels 

showed that the ultimate and yield points increased slightly with a 

decrease in temperatm'e, ahile the ductility, as determined by 

elongation in a two-inch gage length and reduction in area, decreased. 

The stress-relieved specimens exhibited slightly higher values of 

yield point and ultimate strength. These results are consistent 

with the findings of other investigators. The impossibility of 

determining the brittle transition temperature from tension teats 

is apparent. The tension specimens are shown in Figure 13. 



TABI I 

1SION 1ST3 (70 F, O F, -o F) 

4ost values are average of tvo tests. Details of test 

included in original data sheets, Appendix. 

"A" Specimens - Mayari- O.lO C Steel 

"B" Specimens - O.0 Plain Carlxrn Steel 

"C" Specinens - 0.33 Plain Carbon Steel 

Material & testing 
temperature 

'1gina1 Paterial 
70 F 

Weld 
70 F 

Weld 

_____ O F 
We1 

-20 F ____ 
Specimens 

______ 
A B 

____ CA ____ 
B 

_____ 
C A B C A B C 

!i.P.. psi 49I5__ 33.ICi 4;Ç& 50,300 35l5Q 4835O+ 5I2OO 37OOO 49.950+ 53fjÖ oo 

Ultimath. psi 7ß670 58OO E5OO 73,55O 995O 7.33O LlOO 61.7O 9O6OO 2,5O0 62i2OO f39, 600 

Breaks psi 71.000 48600 74300 71650 49,400 E24O 74000 52.400 85OO 73400 89,60Q 

E:Long. in 2" over 
fracture - 31.5 12,0 29.5 21.2 34.0 17.0 1'7.2 35.5 17,0 25.5 3$.E 9.0 

Red. area - 37.2 55.9 43.0 31.2 5.4 23.O 36.2 47.5 22,7 . 36.2 3h.4 3,0 

ZOne of C specimens fractured in weld (bead grour off). 

One of C spec1jens fractured in weld, 

Remajuder of specimens fractured outside of weld and heat'iÍfected zone. 

STRESS RELIEVED 

Material arid testing 
temperature 

Weld 
70 F 

Weld 
O F _______ 

Weld 

______ 20 I ________ 
Specimens - 

________ 
A B 

_______ 
C 

_______ 
A B C A B C 

Y.P.t psi 51.200 32170C 47,500 5OOO 3).00 h.5.600 55,700 37.400 50.300 

tatirnate. psi 78,lO0 84.300 l70O bo.700 90. 500 82,900 60,700 87.9OO 

1reak. psi 6EL600 
.j7,600 

QQ 74,600 80600 55.100 40OO 72.300 O.2OO 77200 
Elong. in 2" over 
fracture - 25,5 34.5 29,0 12.5 2,O 20.0 27.5 34.5 _ 24.0 
Red. area - % 39.7 52.2 43.8 14.8 37.E 32.9 38.4 4L2 3.1 

'J) 
o.' 
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rLgure 13. Tension Specimens After Fracture 



7. Fee Bend Testa 

Two welded speciniens, as rolled, and one welded stress.- 

relieved specimen of each material were tested at 70 F, O F, and 

.-20 F, both on the flat and on the edge. Average values of results 

are shown in Table II. The testing machine and setup used for low 

temperature bend tests is shown in Figure 14. This photograph 

shows the cooling unit used to produce testing temperatures and the 

potentiometer used to measure the temperature. Dry ice ami 

kerosene were used in the cooling unit for the O F and -20 F tests. 

The bend angles in fracture are not believed to be greatly 

significant. They do indicate a trend that is from ductile to 

brittle. However, they cannot easily be correlated with service 

conditions due to the çresence of minute cracks or notches under 

service conditions. In addition, the materials in the ductile state 

were rarely fractured. !Lore significant was the location of the 

formation of the crack in those specimens which did fracture in 

this test and the appearance of such fractures. The results 

obtained in these tests in some cases tend to bear out the findings 

of MacGregor and Grossman in the M.I.T. slow bond tests. That is, 

that some fractures occurred outside the heat-affected zone in the 

unaffected plate metal, indicating a zone of low ductility. In 

general, however, nst of the fractures occurred in the heat- 

affected zone. Material 93", the 0.11 percent carbon steel, 

exhibited a definite superiority over the other two materials, both 

in the tesf.s on edge and the tests on the flat, with respect to 



TABI II 
FREE .BEÌI) TES (70 F, O F, -20 F) 

A" Specimens - Mayari-1 0.10% C Steel 
"B" Specimens - 0.11% Plain Carbon Steel 
"C" Specimens - 0.33% Plain Carbon Steel 

STED ON FIAT 

70F 0F -20F 
Specimen Berg Fracture Bend Fracture Beixi Fracture 

Angle Angle Angle 

A At edge oÍ weld 59° BrJ.Gr. near edge,HPZ 46° Br.F.Gr.at edge of 
weld 

5E° At edge of W into 74' Br.F.Gr. near edge,HAZ 103° Not broken, ductile 
plate 

As rolled B 1800 At edge of weld 120° !ot broken U6° Not broken, ductile 
1200 Not broken m° Not broken, ductile 

C go In HAZ 120° Not broken 91° Br.F.Gr. in HZ 
10° At edge of weld 1200 Not broken 1)40 Not broken, ductile 

A 930 1/4" from edge weld 70° BrJ.Gr. in HAZ lolo Br. in HAZ 
Stress 

B 180° Edge of weld 1200 Not broken ductile 112° Not broken ductile relieved 
C 180° Edge of weld 95° Br.F.Gr. in HAZ 650 r. 1/4" into HAZ 

from ld 



TABlE II (Cont'd) 

70F OF -OF 

Specimen Bend fracture Bend Fracture Bend fracture 
Angle Angle Angle 

A 42 Diag. across weld 45° Br. at edge W In HZ 200 3 edge W In HZ 
23Ç DIag. across weld 4]O diag. across weld 3° Sl.D.,F.Gr. edge of W 

o lled 
B 119° Along one edge 5 ]3r.-R in HAZ 99 Ductile, W & HAZ 

]ÍO° Partial crack 115° Not broker, duct1e 9° Duct.-R.F,Gr, in W 
&HAZ 

C 4° . at edge of W & HAZ 440 Br.4 diag. across W 470 $31.duct. P.O. in HAZ 
&' thru weld 20 J3r.- partly in W 23° 13r.-R start in HAZ thrt 

reld 

A 510 Br.- along HAZ 390 Br.R HAZ & edge of W 
Stress 

B 113° Not broken, ductile 114° Not broken, ductile 

C 42° Br. in HAZ 36' Br. HAZ F.Gr. 

Abbreviations: Br - Brittle 
F.Gr. Fine Grain 

R Rough 
W Weld 

RAZ - Heat-kffec ted Zone 

Q 
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Figure 14. Amsier Testthg Machine and Setup For Low 
Temperature, Free and Notched-Bend Tests, and 
Showing Cooling Unit and Potentiometer 
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ductility at aU teiïiperatwes. Rosultß obtained ÎroTn tests of the 

stress'elieved plates indicated no noticeable irnovnent of 

ductility. Bend speciiriens are shown in Figures 15, 16, and 17. 

8. Notched Bend Tests 

Notched bend tests were made on one opeclmen of each material, 

unwelded, at 70 F and -.20 F. These were notched and tested on the 

edge. Notched bend teats were al3o rude on two welded as rolled 

specimens and one welded stress..relieved specen at 70 F, O F, 

and O F notched and tested both on the flat and on the edge. In 

each case the notch iras placed in the center of the 'e1d. Such 

tests irnpoo as &vo'e conditions as could possibly exist iii 

practice. The notchedbend specimens as fractured are shown in 

Figures 15, 16, and 17. 

Had sufficient material been available, tests would have been 

conducted on specimens notched in the heat-«ffected zone in order to 

compare results. Average resulte may be found in Table III. Bar 

graphs of bend angles at fracture for these specimens are shown in 

Figures 1E, 19, arid 20. Inspection of the graph in Figure 18, 

Mayri*.R steel, indicates that the transition temperature of the 

welded specinens was between O F and 70 F. The transition terrxper- 

ature of the unwelded plate was above 70 F. The stress*relieved 

specimens showed little superiority over the as ra11ed specimens 

when tested on the flat. However, when tested on the edge, the 

increase in bend angles was five to ten deees. 



Figure 15. Notched and Free send Speciriens After Fracture at 70 F 



Figure 16. Notched and Free Bend Specinens Aftr Fracture at O F 



Figw'e 17. Notched and Free Bend Speciirtens After Fracture at -20 F 



TABLE III 
NOTCHED BEN]) TES1 (70 F, O F, -20 F) 

"A" Specimens -Lyari-R 0.10% C Steel 
"B" Specimens - 0.11% Plain Carbon Steel 
"C" Specimens - 0.33% Plain Carbon Steel 

TESTED ON FLAT 

70F OF -20F 

Specimen Bend fracture Bend Fracture L3end Fracture 
.ngie Angle Angle 

A 31.5° F.Gr., duct. in W 22 Q J3. 22° Med.Gr., Br. thru W 
As thru weld 

rolled 
B 7:30 F.Gr., ductile, 74° Sl.duct., R. 73° Sl.duct., F.Gr. thru W 

tearing in weld tearing thru weld 
C 45° F.Gr., ductile 22.5° Br., rough gr. 24° 1., inod.Gr., R. 

24e Rather brittle 

A 36° F.Gr., duct. in W 210 F.Gr., Br. thru W 19° Med.Gr., Br. thru W 
Stress 
relieved ' duct.tearing 73° R., Sl.duct. 66° Sl.duct., F.Gr. 

larninat thru weld 
C 410 F.Gr., ductile 24° Med.Or., rough 22° Br. Fine Gr. 

a' 



TABLE III (Cont'd) 

TESTEL E EDGE 

'70F OF -20F 

Speciron Box Fracture Bend Fracture Ber1 Fracture 
Angle Angle Angle 

A 27° F.,duct. at junet. 20° d.Gr., Br. thru 15° Br., rned.Gr., L, 
A pl . and weld reld thru weld 

roiled 
B 46° F., duct. junet. 47° 5].. duct. 55° Sl.duct., R. thru 

of pl. and 1d weld to HAZ 
C 210 F. ductile 22° Br., F.Gr. 12° R., Br. 

3° F.Gr., failed first 
in high C 

A 35' F., d*t. Uwu W 25° S1.duct., R., F.Gr. 26° R., Br., ved. Gr., 

Stress 
B 

e e 59° F., duct. thrUW 540 R.,Sl.duct. along 49° 
thru weld 
R., tearing break 

edge of W into HAZ into HAZ 
C 27° F., ducti1* 22° R., Br. 23° R., Br. 

Abbreviations: FGr. Fine Grain 
R. - Rough 

SI. -Slihtly 
duct. - ductile 

Br. - Brittle 
W - ie1d 

pl. - plate 
HAZ - Heat-Affected Zone 



TLBI III (Cont'd) 

70F -20F 

Specimen Bend Fracture Bend Fracture 
Angle Angle _____________________ 

A 10 
________________________ 

Sndden, Fir* (k'., r. 
_______________________ 

., F.Gr., Ved. R. 
'I 

B l 160 
fracture 

un.elded 
C 11 Sl.duct., 7.Gr. 3° Very brittle 
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N0TC1Th) BD TESTS 
Mayan-fl - 0.10% C "A" Spec imane 

Span 6" - 1.20" Pin Axnzler Machime 

Length of Specimen Tran8verse to Direction of Rolling 

Specimen i x - in. AS1A 450 V-!Totch 2 nm deep 

NOTCIIE]) & TESTED 
ON FIAT 

AP - AR Polled 

N0TCI) & TESTED ON EDGE 

cc 
7OF 0°F -20°F 70°F 0°F -20°F , 

UNWELDED 
PLATE AS ROLL 

Figure ig. 



NOTCHED BEND TESTS 
0.11% Plain Carbon Steel "B" Speølinena 

Span 8" - 1.20" Pin .Amsler Maohine 
Length of Specimen anverse to Direction of Rolling 

Speoimnen i x in., ASTh 
450 V-Notch 2 n deep 

SO NOTCHED & TESTED NOTCHED & TESTED ON EDGE 

70 

60 

5O 
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10 

o 
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ii_ 
Ii_i_ 
II _I __ _ _ 
II _I 

III.1! 
o 

o 700F 0°F -20°F 700F 0°F -20 F I 

U1WE1DED 
PlATE, AS ROLLED 

Figure 19, 
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NOTCID BEND TESTS 

0.33% Plain Carbon Steel "C" Specimens 

Span 6" - 1.20" Pin na1er Maohi.ne 

Length of Specimen franrv-er5e to Direction of Rolling 

Specimen 1 x j- in. ASTh( - 45° V-Notch 2 nmi deep 

NOTCID & TESTED 
ON FLAT 

700F 0°F -20°F 

NOTCHED & TESTED ON EDGE 

- A. Pr111*A 

70°F 0°F 
_20p 

s 

UNEIDED 
PLATE, AS ROLLED 



The values obtained from the welded specimens when compared 

with those of the urTwlded plate indicate two possibilities: 

(a) The superiority of the weld metal analysis with respect 

to low temperature characteristics 

(b) The specimens were not notched and tested in the zone of 

lowest duc tility 
The first indicates the tossibIity that the tests were more on the 

weld metal and quality of the weld than on the plate and effect of 

welding on tìe plate. It is believed that both these factors are 

re8ponsible for the higher values obtained from welded specimens. 

Obviously, this material is unsatisfacthry for use in structures 

where temperatures as low as O F to -20 F might be encountered 

without suitable heat treatments. 

The bar graphs of Figure 19, 0.11 percent carbon steel, 

indicate especially good behavior at low temperatures. The 

transition temperature of the welded .late (considering that the 

test involved mainly the weld) was not encountered at the 

temperatures used. The transition temperature of the unwolded plate 

material might lie in the vicinity of O F. However, an acceptable 

bend angle of 15 degrees was obtained on the 'unelded plate at 

-20 '. 

Bend angles obtained in tests on welded specimens of the 

0.33 percent carbon steel (Figure 20) compared almost identically 

with those obtained on the Mayari-. The 0.33 percent steel 

specimens gave slightly higher bend anglos when tested on the flat 
at 70 F. Howe'ver, the difference was not sitificant. Tests on 
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the urrwelded 0.33 percent carbon plate, however, gave bend arìles 

similar at 70 F, but considerably lower at O F. In fact, a bend 

angle of three degrees was observed at -20 F in the "C" specimens, 

while a bend anglo of eight de'eos was obtained in the "A" specimens. 

Fine-grained hictle fractures in the reid were observed in 

the Mayari-t specimens at '70 F, with fine to medium grained brittle 
fractures observed in the pecimena at O F, indicating a transition 

temperature between O F and 70 F. The original material indicated 

brittle fractures at 70 F, placing the transition temperature of 

the plate metal above 70 F. 

'« specimens, 0.11 percent carbon, indicated slightly ductile 

fractures in the welds at 0 F. The unwelded plate material also 

showed ductile fractures at '70 ? and -0 F. The C! specimens, 

0.33 percent carbon steel, exhibited ductile fractures at 70 F, 

with one exception. A specimen as rolled tested on flat showed a 

rather brittle fracture. At O F and -20 F all specimens inc].ixting 

the unwelded plate showed brittle fractures, 

Due to the limited rnmiber of specimens available, it was 

impessible to determine the transition temperature of these 

specimens. Tests could not be made on the material notched in the 

heat.ffocted zone and the junction between the weld and plate 

metal, nor could specimens be tested at temperatures other than 

those used. However, sufficient data were obtained to reject the 

Mayari4t and the 0.33 percent carbon steel for use in all welded 

structures exposed to temperatures approaching O F to -20 F. 
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9. Charpy Impact Tests 

Un-iatched Charpy impact specimens of each material were 

tested on the edge and flat at 70 F, C F, and -s20 F. Only one 

specimen fractured. A "C" specimen with the high crbon center 

fractured when tested on the edge with an energy absorption of 

127 foot pounds. The fracture was fine'-grained and brittle with some 

necking. 

Notched plate secimena of each material were tested on the 

flat and edge at all three temperatures. Two specimens of each 

welded material wore tested on both the edge and flat at each of 

the three testing temperatures. One notched specimen of each of the 

welded terialo streselieved ;'as tested at each of the three 

temperatures. In addition, one notched specimen of each plate was 

tested ori the flat and on the edge at 120 F. The notches in all 

the welded specimens were placed so as to coinoide as closely as 

possible with the center of the weld. 

The Charpy impact machine and setup for low temperatures 

impact tests are shown In Figure 21. This hothgraph also shows 

the cooling unit and potentIometer used 1n producing and measuring 

the low temperatures. Impact specimens tested during this 

investigation are ahovn in Figure 22. 

Bar graphs indicating the energy absorbed j these specimens 

in fracture are shown in Figures, 23, 24, 25, and 26. Impact 

tests on the MaYBri4 steels indicate that 70 F, and possibly 

120 F, lie Inside the transition zone for this materiel under the 
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Figure 21. Charpy Impact Machine and Setup For 
Low Temnerature Dnpact Teste, Thcluc3ing Cooling 

TJnit and Potentiometer 



1ce 22. Impact Specimens Tested at 70 F, O F, and -20 F 
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CHARPY BPACT TESTS 
Mayari-R - 0.10% C "A" Seoime 

Standard Charpy 10x10x55 nun Speoimen 
ASL 45° V-Notoh 2 nun Deep 

UN-NOTCHED PL&TE NOTCHED PlATE WELD 

¿1l 000 00 0000 0000 000 000 t- N N t- N N t- N t- N t- N 
s I-4 S I I 

FLAT EDGE FLAT EDGE FLAT EDGE 

* Theo. specimeno not fractured 
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CHARPY ]MPACT TESTS 

O.11 Plain Carbon St..1 "B" 8peoimen 

Standard Charpy 10x10x56 n Speolmsn 

A8 450 V-Notoh 2 n Deep 

UN..NOTCID PlATE NOTChED PLATE 

oo 000 000 0000 0000 000 000 
t- t- c'J t- t- t- t- 

s I i-I S s I 

FLAT EDGE FLAT EDGE FLAT EDGE 

*These cpeoJineu8 not fraotured 
/ Individual valuea 83 & 52 

'igure 24. 
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CHARPY B'PACT TESTS 

0.33% Plain Carbon Steel C" Spe amena 
Standard Charpy 10x10x55 Speomen 

ASA 450 V-Notoh 2 n Deep 

UN-NOTCHED PLATE NOTCHED PLATE WELl) 

* * * * * 

nr 
UI_Il 
iii II 

III 
__ 

II __________________- ¿0fri 000 000 0000 0000 000 000 N N N - N N N N N 
s I s rl I I I 

FLAT EDGE FLAT EDGE FLAT EDGE 

* These ape amena not fraotired 
/ Individual values 54 & 27 

" 54&22 
« 

" 27& 
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CHARPY BACT TESTS 

Weld Speotmene - Stresa Relieved 
Standard Charpy 10x10x55 mn Specimen 

ASTh 450 V-Notch 2 n Deep 

A B C 

Mayari-R 0.11% C 0.33% C 

II II il 
0rx1czl 00 00 00 00 00 00 N N N N 

I ¡ $ I I I 

FIAT EDGE FLAT EDGE FLAT EDGE 

Figw'e 26. 
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conditions imposed. The welded specimens gave fairly good values of 

energy absorption at all three testing temperatures. Towever, it 

must be remembered that the condlt±ons imposed made the test one 

of the weld and quality of welding rather than a test of the material 

as welded, 

Impact values obtained from tests on the 0.11 iercent carbon 

steel (33fl specimens) place the transItion zone somewhere betvreen 

O F end 40 F. Again, tests on the welded specimens gave quite 

satisfactory values at all temperattnes. 

The 0.3 percent carbon steel ("C" specimens) definitely place 

'70 F ln:3 ide the transition zone and 'obably also 120 F. Welded 

specimens tested on the flat gave satisfactory values of energy 

absorption at all temperatures. However, welded specimens tested 

on edge gave dangerously low values at O F and -0 F. Quite 

'obably the high carbon center in soeie of these specimens had the 

effect of roducin the energy absorptIon when tested on edge. As 

indicated in the data obtained (Table iv) and in the bar graphs of 

Pigures 23, 24, 25, and 26, quite a range of values of energy 

absorption vas obtained on similar areciniens tested at the same 

termratures. This can be accounted for v;hcn it is remembered that 

aevious investigators ave found that Charpy impact values do not 

give an exact transition temperature, Lut rather a transition 

temperature zone. Then testing specimens at temperatures within 

this zone, it is possible to obtain energy absorption values ranging 

from the m iimumi for a material to the maximum for the material. 



TABLE IV 
CH&RF II4PACT TESTS 

"A" Specimens - yari4 0.10% C Steel 
"B" Specimens - 0.11% Plain Carbon Steel 
"O" Specimens 0.33% Plain Carbon Steel 

Values are average of two tests, in most cases. Details of test 
inclided in original data sheets, Appendix. 

UN.0TCHEI) PLATE 
Energy Absorbed, ft Lb 

70F 
-, 

or ot 
r-jt -. __:_-t :.- --. 

flat Edge 

- 

?lat Edg flat Mge 

A 217 #37 21? 217 23.7 217 
D 217 21? 217 217 217 
C 217 217 217 )27 217 

+3T spec men broken. 

NOTC}IED PLATE 
Energy Absorbed, Ft Lb 

70F OF -20F 

- Specimen Flat Edge Flat Edge Flat Edge 

A 13 23 12.3 33.2 9.2 12.3 
n 4 41 10.3 13.4 .4 7.1 
C u 9 7.8 3.8 4.7 3.6 

NOTCHED ED SPECIMENS 
Energy Absorbed, Ft Lb 

70F OF -20F 

Specimen Flat Edge Flat Edge Flat Edge 

A a 50 35.8 27.8 26.5 22. 

B 76 3k 
2r 

55.7 33.7 58.0 30.0 

C 54 % 25.0 14.0 28,4 27.0 
27 22+ 55+ 

+Difference in values indicates location in transition zone. 
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V3LE IV (Cont'd) 

NOTCHED ELDED SPEC DENS 
STRESS RELIEVED 

Energy Absorbed, Ft Lb 

70F 0F -20F 

Specimen flat Edge Flat Edge Flat Edge 

A 37.7 37.5 23.5 47.0 
B 69.5 52.5 119.0 84.0 
C 25.5 10.2 19.2 33.5 



6. 

10. Ip1ieation of Test Reu1t 

Before any comparison of data obtained is possible, lt is 

necessary to assume that the welds were of equL quality in aU 

specimens. X.-ay inspection of the welds and observations made 

during machining and testing have indicated that thia was true in 

general. 

Upon consideration of the results of this test, the 0.11 per-. 

cent carbon steel wiU give the most satisfactory service in large 

aU-ve1ded structures when exposed to temperatures in the range of 

30 F to -20 F. The ayBr1.P and 0.33 percent carbon steel would 

be doubtful for use in such structures, since definite brittle 

tendencies were exhibited at temperatures as high as 70 F in the 

notched bend tests and doubtful tendencie8 as high as 120 F in 

the C2arpy impact tests. 

Since it is practically impossible to insure the absence of 

aD. micro-defects in welds, it is necessary to assume the presence 

of notches, The notched bend tests and the notched Impact tests 

have indicated the behavior of these materials under such 

conditions. If the low carbon steel is to be used in these 

structures, the low tensile strength must be considered in the 

design. 

As recommended by Kinzel (U) and Graf (e), it night be 

possible to improve the qualities of the Maari-R and the 0.33 

percent carbon steel at low tex!meratures by heat treatment and 

suitable design. However, such procedure should be the basis for 



another inveatigatlon. 

S1ThARY AN1 CO! CLtIONS 

Resulta obtained in the tension tests followed the expected 

pattern. 

1. Ultimate staength and yield point increased with decrease 

in temperature. The ductility, as measured by the percentage of 

elongation in twoinch fractures ar1 the reduction in area1 

decreased as the temperature decreased. 

2. Results of the free bend testa of all three materials 

indicated the low carbon steel to be the most satisfactory for use 

at the testing temperatures, aM further indicated the presence of 

a zone of low ductility in some specimens in the plate material 

near the heat-effected zone. The notched bend tests again 

indicated the superiority of the low carbon steel for use in 

temperatures dovm to 2O F. These tests, however, indicate the 

desirability of determining the effect of notches placed in the 

heatffected zone and at the junction of the parent and weld metal. 

The Charpy impact testa indicated that the low carbon steel 

was the only one of the steels tested that would. be satisfactory for 

service where temperatures as low as O F to O F might be 

encountered. If the low carbon steel is to be used for such 

purposes, it muet be remembered that the higher ductility at low 

temperatures obtained t1wouh the use of this steel will be 

accompanied by a correspondingly lower tensile strength at ail 

temperatures. 
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The tensile test results place the 0.11 percent carbon steel 

in either grade B (50,000.60,000 psi) or grade C (55,000-65,000 psI) 

which would generally be acceptable for structural purposes. These 

values are from Tentative Specifications, ASTM -223-46T. It was 

interesting to note that this soecification does not mention the 

carbon content of the steels. In view of the effect of carbon on 

the low temperature characteristics, this is rather surprising. 

However, it is not considered proper (or practical) to specify 

both the physical properties required and also the chemical 

composition. 

These teste also indicated the desirability of investigating 

the effect of notches in the heat-affected zone and at the junction 

between the parent and weld metal. Location of fractures in the 

free bend tests was found to correlate fairly well with the 

location of zones of high hardnas in the specimens. These zones 

of high hardness were also zones of fairly coarse vain size, which 

might be expected due to the absence of heat treatment. 

The effect of stress relief upon the behavior of the material 

at low temperature was considerably loss than might he expected. 

It must be emthasized that the effect of stress relief on large 

welded sections should be much greater than on test specimens. In 

snail specimens only, ømafl, locked-up stresses could be present. 

Therefore, in large sections, the ductility should he increased 

considerably by stress'elief heat treatments. 

In conclusion, the specific purpose of this ìnvestigation 

was accomplished. The relative suitability of the three steels; 
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the Mayari-, 0.11 percent carbon steel, and 0.33 percent plain 

carbon steel, for use in large welded structures to be expoced to 

rnininiuiu temperatures of 0 F was determined. The 0.11 percent 

carbon steel was found greatly superior to the other tvo steels, 

mith the Layari-R and the 0.33 percent carbon steel exhibiting very 

similar characteristics at the reduced temperatures. 

Due to the limited scope of this investigation, it was 

impossible to accurately locate the brittle transitIon temperature 

or zone of these materials. It is felt that, in further invosti- 

gations of this type, the effects of notches in the heat-affected 

zone axi :tb the juction betven the parent and weld metal thould 

be determined. 

The need for standardized tost specimens and. test procedures 

for the proper classification of the behavior of structural steels 

at low temperatures is obvious. Extensive research is und.er way 

at the present time at the Battello Nenorial Institute in an 

attempt to determine the best possible test specimen. Research 

also is under way at several other laboratories in efforts to 

correlate test values with various service conditions. 
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APIDD( 

!3RThEIL HARDNESS TESTE AS RECEIVED 
AND STRESS RELIEVE 

300 kg. Load 70 F 

Sanp1e No. Inp. Diun. J3}IN Average 

A-? Edge 4.90 149 
t, 4.90 349 149 

As Side 4.75 159 
rec'd U 4,75 159 159 

B-1 ìkge 5.50 103 
It 575 105 104 

As Side 5.60 112 
rec'd " 5.50 116 114 

c-.1 Edge 4.20 207 
I, 4.30 196 191 

As Side 4.65 166 
rec'd 4.70 163 194 

Â-5 Edge 4.90 149 
n 4.90 149 149 

As Side 4.55 174 
rec'd ?' 4.65 166 170 

B-5 Edge 5.90 99 
n 5.85 10]. 100 

As Side 5.60 112 
rec'd ' 5.60 112 112 

C-5 Edge 4.75 159 
4.75 159 159 

As Side 4.75 159 
rec'd " 4.75 159 159 

A-3 Edge 4.90 149 
n 495 146 147 

SR Side 4.70 163 
4.0 156 159 

13-3 Edge 5.0 103 

5.75 105 104 
SR Side 5.50 116 

n 55 114 115 

C-3 Edge 4.75 159 
4.75 159 159 

SP. Side 4.0 156 
4.80 156 156 



ROOM TEPRATtJIth (70) TENS ION TESTS 

T Inch Gage Lengths 

Steel 1ate as Received lds 

Speciien No. A1 B- C-2 A-l-5 B..l-5 C-l-5 

Kiiïl oÍ spec. May.as rec'd lOU as rec'd 1033 as rec'd M welded 3.QUeld 1033 weld 

Width 0.996 0.997 0.998 1.008 0.994 0.993 

Thickness 0.493 0.497 0.507 0.495k 0.499f O.5lO 

Area 0.491 0.494 0.505 0.493 0.495 0.505 

rep. 24,300 16,600 24,000 25,100 17,400 23,100 

Ultimate 3, 500 29,100 43,000 39, 550 29, 700 42,400 

!reak 34,900 24,000 37,500 35,000 24,500 37,5O 

Elong. In 2" 0.63 0.E34 0.59 0.21 3.16 0.20 

Final width 0.808 0.697 0.773 0.834 0.695 0,774 

Final thick. 0.3RO 0.312 0.373 0.402 0.316 0.371 

Final area 0.308 0.2]13 0.288 0.336 0.220 0.2S7 

Y.?. pal 49,500 33,100 47i600 50,300 35,200 45,OO 
Ultimate psi 78,670 58,SOO 85,100 79,300 60,000 

Over weld 1rk. 
psi. 71,000 4,6OO 74,300 70,200 49,40(3 74,2OJ 

Ductile % 31.5 42,0 29.5 (10.5) (5.0) (10.0) 

PA % 37.2 55.9 43.0 32.5 55.6 43.2 

Duct. over fr. 24.5 33.0 28.0 

Notes of Normal, fine Nomal, surf. Normal with In plate In plate In plate 

fractures gran. cracks on face slight above weld, below weld, above weld. 

of spec. laid.nation Normal. Elong. Sane surf. Sane type of 

in 2 over cracks as fract, as 

weld in B-2. C-2 
Otherwise 
normal. 

+ftj or beads about 0,60 in. 



Specimen No. 
Kind of spec. 

Width 
Thickness 
Area 
Y. P. 

Ultima te 
Break 
Elong. in 2" 
Final width 
Final thick. 
Final area 
Y.?. psi 
Ultimate psi 
Break p81 
Elong. over 

Duct. over fr. 
Notes on 
fractures 

ROOM TEMPERPI.TURE NS ION TESTS (Cont'd) 

A-4-2 
M welded' 

1.000 
0.498 
0.498 
2504D 
38,600 
36,380 
0.36 
0.844 
0.433 
0J49 
50300 
7?800 
73,100 
(1EL O) 
29 , 
18.0 

Fracture noriia1 
about 1" above 
weld, Inside 
gage length 

B-4-2 
ion wa1d' 

1.008 
0.492 
0.497 
17,410 
29,800 
24, 550 
0.31 
o. 7)4 
O.3U 
0.222 
35,100 
59,900 
49,400 
(15.5) 

55.3 
35.0 

Normal in in. 
above gage 
length. 
(Outside) 

thickness over beads about 0.60 in. 

C..4-2 ,, 

1033 we1d 

0.995 
o 509 

0.507 
25,800 
45,950 
45,950 
0. :13 

0.951 
0.465 
0.442 
50,900 
90,600 
90,600 
6.5 

12.8 
6.5 

Break in weld. 
Fine gr. 
Norna1. Few 
very snail 
inclusions 

# These three with beads grourì doviii even with parent plats. 

A..6-2 

M weld 
with beads 

0.497 
0.496 
25,400 
38,760 
34,000 
0.33 
o 905 
0.372 
0.299 
51,200 
78 100 
68,600 
(16.5) 

39.7 
25.5 

Nornal. Si. 
ianination. 
Fr. just at 
lower gage 
point 

ion weld 
with beads 

0.995 
0.498k 
0.496 
16,200 
28,550 
24,400 
0.25 
o .72]. 
0.328 
o 237 

32,700 
57,600 
49,200 
(12.5) 

52.2 

34.5 
Break in in. 
above gage 
length. 
Normal. 
(outside) 

1033 weld 
with beads 

O. 993 
0. 506k 
O. 503 

23,900 
42,400 

37,550 
O 16 
0.764 
0.370 
O. 283 

47,500 
84,300 
74,600 
(8.0) 
43.8 
29.0 

Break In in. 
above gage 
length. 
Normal excep 
for slight 
ladnation. 
(Outside) 



Specimen No, 
Kind of spec. 
Width 
Thickness 
Area 

LP. 
Ultimate 
Break 
Elong. in 2 
Fina], width 
Final thick. 
Fina], area 
Y.p. psi 
Ultimate psi 
Break psi 
Thict. 

R.A. % 
Eong. over w. 
Notes on 
fraettire 

A.2 
May. welded 

o. 997 
O .495 
0.492 

26,300 
39,900 

3 5, oo 
0.43 

0.797 
0.370 
0.295 
53,400 
Si, 100 
72,800 
(21.5) 
40.0 
10.0 

Normal, about 
1/4" above 
weld. Duct. 
meas. from 
conter of weld 
to 2" mark. 
Fine, gran. 

ba3is of t = 0.60 in. 

TENSION TESTS (o F) 

B-2-5 
ion weld 

o. 999 
0.498 
0.496 

17,250 
30,300 
26,000 
0.'71 

o 752 
0.348 
0.261 
34,700 
61,000 
52,400 

(35.5) 
4'?. 4 
10.0 

Dïag. shear 
fract. 
Outside weld, 
in. 2nd in. 
above weld. 
Fine, fibrous 
appearing 

1033 weld 
1.007 
0.5)2 
o 514 

24,700 
,5OO 

39,400 
0.46 
0.814 
0.391 
0.318 

48,100 
86,600 
76,700 
(23.0) 
38.2 
10.0 

Si. lanilnated 

R. outside Y 
in 2nd in. 
above L 

May. welded 
o. 993 
0.495 
0.491 

27,000 
39,850 
37,100 
o. 26 
0.832 
0.399 
0.332 
55,000 
81,100 
75,600 
(13.0) 
32.5 

13 O 

Fine, gran. 

square fract. 
Little 
necking. At 
ist in. below 
weld. 

Ion. weld 
0.992 
0.499 
0.495 

19,500 
30,900 
26,000 
0.71 
0.735 
0.3 52 
0.259 
39,400 
62,400 
52,500 

(35.5) 
47.7 
12.0 

Diag. shear 
fracture in 
2nd in. above 
weld. Si. 

laninated, 
rough 

C-4-5 
1033 weld 

O. 999 
o. 512 
o. 51]. 

26,500 
48,400 
47,900 
0.22 
0.980 
0. 568 
0.557 
51,800 
94,600 
93,600 
n'o 
7. 2' 
n.a 

Rough, 
jagged fr. 
thru weld. 
Partly fine 
& pertly 
coarse 



TENSION TES (O F)(Cont'd) 

Specimen No. Â-3-5 B-3-5 C*3IÌ5 

larKi of spec. !ay. anneal. lOU anneal. i.O3 anneal. 
weld imid weld 

Width 1.001 0.996 0.996 
Thickness 0.495 0.500 0.511 
Area 0.496 0.497 O.5OE 
Y.P. 28,OO 16,800 23,200 
Ultimate 40, 500 30, 200 45,900 
Break 40,000 27,400 42,600 
E].ong. in 2" 0,25 0.56 0.40 
Final width 0.928 0.810 0.835 
Final thick. O.46 0.382 0.408 
Fina), area 0.42.3 0.309 0.341 
LP. pei 58,000 33,800 45,600 
UltLnate psi 81,700 60,700 90,500 
'eak psi 80,600 55,100 84,000 

Duct. % (3.2.5) (28.0) (20.0) 

R1A. % 14.8 37.8 32.9 
Elong. or w 32.5 33.5 9.5 
Notes on Med. gran. Diagonal 8hear Rough diagonal 
fracture B. fracture fraeture. Med. fracture. In 

about 1/2" rough with 2nd in. above 
below weld 1aninationn. At weld 

1" below weld 



Specian No. 
Kirxì of sec. 
V(idth 

Thickness 
Area 
Y. P. 

titimate 
Break 
Elong. in 2 
Final vidth 
Fina], thick. 
Final area 
LP. psi 
U].tizaate psi 
Break psi 
Duct. 
R.A. 
Elong. over w 
Notes on 
fracture 

A-52 
May. weld 

0.995 
0.495 
0.492 

25,100 
40,400 
34,200 
0.56 
0.794 
0.371 
0.282 
51,000 
2,200 
69,400 
(28.0) 
40.8 
10.0 

R.B. fract. 
in 2r in. 
above weld. 
Somewhat 
lariïnated 

TENSION TESIS (-20F) 
Two Inch Gage Length 

13-5-Q 

lOU weld 
1.004 
0.500 
0.502 

18,800 
31,000 
27,200 
0.57 
0.794 
0.376 
0.299 

37,400 
61,800 
54,200 
(28.5) 
40.4 
10.5 

Fine, gran. 
diag. shear 
fract. in 
2nd in. 
above weld 

C-5-2 
1033 weld 

0.995 
0.510 
0.506 

29,200 

43,500 
43,500 
0.15 
0.981 
0.600 
0.589 

57,800 
86,100 
86,100 

7.5 
2.2 

7.5 
R. nod. gran. 

fract. in 
weld. Br. 

A-S-5 
May. weld 

1.004 
0.495 
0.497 
27,300 
41,200 
38,200 
0.46 
0.859 
0.396 
0.343. 

54,900 
82,800 
76,800 
(23.0) 

31.6 
12.0 

Square break 
Med. gran. in 
2nd in. below 
weld 

p-5-5 
1011 weld 

1.003 
O. 501 
O 502 
18,600 
31,400 
26,000 
0.69 
0.745 
0.342 
0'55 
3711OO 
62,600 
51,300 
(49.2) 

34.5 
12.0 

Normal diag. 
shear break 
in 2nd in. 
below weld 
Si. 1anin. 

C-5-5 
1033 weld 

o .999 
0. 51]. 

0.509 
25,300 
47,450 
47,450 
0.21 
0.930 
0.588 
O. 577 

50,700 
93,100 
93,100 
10.5 
3.9 

10.5 
Coarse R.B. 
failed in 
weld 



TENSION TESTS (-20 F)(Cont'd) 

Specinen No. À-6-5 B-6-5 C-6..5 

IÇìn: of stec. May. anneal. 101]. anneal. 1033 anneal. 
weld weld weld 

Width 0.990 0.993 1.000 
ThiCkneS3 0.495 0.500 0.506 
Area O,49 0.496 0.506 
y1: 27,300 18,550 25,500 
Ultimate 40,600 30,100 44,500 
Break 35,400 24,900 39,100 
Elong. in 2" 0.55 0.69 0.48 
Final width 0.808 0.741 0.808 
Final thick. 0.373 0.346 0.388 
Final area 0.301 0.257 0.314 
Y.?. psi 55,700 37,400 50,300 
Ultimate psi 82,900 60,700 87,900 
Break psi. 72,300 50,200 77,200 
Thiet. (27.5) (34.5) (24.0) 
RA. 38.4 48.2 38.1 
Elong. over w 13.0 11.5 11.5 
NOte8 on Fine, gran. R. Diagonal B. Rather 
fracture 51. laminated shearing fract. fibrous. in 

Sq. break at in 2r1 in. below 2nd in above 
1" below weld weld weld 

o' 



FREE BENI) TESTS (Flat) 
Room Temnperattre (70 F) 

Span - 6 in. 1.20 in. (6 ein) pin. Am1er Machine 
Length of specimen transverse to direction of rolling 

Sample No. Height, in. Width, in. Load at break 
lb 

Fracture 
angle, O 

Type of fracture 

A-l-2 0.493 0.99e 4,500 58 31L6" from edge of ild. 
B-1-2 0.497 0.995 3,360 180 Cracked at 0.50" rad. at 

O) edge of weld. 
C-l-2 0.509 1.001 4,3l0 3O At edge of weld in heat- 

s r- 

120 
affected zone. 

0.55U Â-5-9 0.495 0.995 4,400 (racked at rad. at 
cz 

i 
Yp 3,200 edge of weld. 

B-5-'? 0.501 0.993 3,440 l3O cracked just as it was ° 
YP 2,180 bent flat. 

0.508 0.997 4,820 180 Cracked through edge of 
o TP 3,000 weld at 0.45" rad. 

A-6-7 0.494 0.998 4,400 93 1/4" from edge of weld. 
Y? 3,100 

0.501 0.998 3,200 180 Cracked at edge of weld, 
TP 2,100 0.37e radius. 

C4. 0.507 0.998 4,540 180 Cracked at edge of weld, 
Y? 2,600 0.60" radius. 



FREE BEND TESTS (Edge) 
(Conditions same as for flat bend tests) 

Sample No. Hèight, in. Width, in. Load at break 
Th 

Fracture 
angle, ° 

Type of Fracture 

A16 0.997 0.494 9,OO Cracked diaonaUy across 
T? 5,800 weld edges. 

0.993 0.499 7450 119 Cracked along one edge 
1? 4,320 of weld. 

c-l-6 0.995 0.510 10,200 45 Brittle fracture at edge 
o, TP 5,300 of weld,in FrA zone 

À-4-3 1.000 0.494 8,550 23 Cracked dïagonafly across 
TP 5,700 weld edges. 

5 1.000 0.499 7,620 180 Partial crack at about 
TP 4120 0.46" rad. 

C.4w.3 0.999 ß 0.504 9,630 22 Brittle crack through 
TP 5,400 weld. 
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FREE BENi) TESTS 
(Tested at O F) 

Span 6 in. 1.20 in. (6 cm) pin. An1er Machine 
Length or specimen transverse to direction of rolling 

Specimen Height, in. Width, in. TP & Max. Fracture Type of 
No. Tested Migle Fracture 

Flatwise 

A-l-10 0.4% O.99 3500 59 Br., F.Gr. Nar 
4900 edge of wold. 

:3 -1 -10 0. 501 0.997 2300 Not Bent to 120° 
3650 broken without breaking, 

c-1-10 0.5)2 0.998 3200 Not Bent to 120°. 
5150 broken 

_/_r, 0.495 3250 '' F.Gr. 
4700 edge of weld 

L:_4_7 0.498 1.003 2400 Not Bent to 120° 
3720 broken 

c-4-q 0.509 1.000 3200 Not nt to 120° 
5220 broken 

A..3.' 0.49? 1.001 3100 70 '., ?.Gr. 
4500 edge of weld. 

z 
B-3-2 0. 501 1. 001 2100 Not Bent to 120° 

1) 3300 broken 
0.513 0.993 2650 95 Br., F.Gr. ]3roke 

4950 at edge of weld. 
, . 

Tested on Edge 

A-Q-2 1.005 0.495 5500 45 B.,V.'.ehaped brk. 
9580 at edge of J.,R. 

B-a-2 1.003 0.497 4300 85 B.,R., in heat 
7850 affected zone. 

C-2.-2 0.999 0.510 5400 44 13.,Diag.across 
10200 we1d.dt.a.Z.start 

A-4-9 0.999 0.496 5650 41 13.Diag.across we)4 
9400 Ht.af.zono start, 

B-4-e 0.999 0.499 4360 Not Bent to about 
78GO broken 115°. Ductile. 

C-4-9 0.99e 0.510 5600 28 B.R. Partly in 
10400 weld. 

Aø.3 0.995 0.496 5600 51 B.V.ehaped brk. 
10440 along ht.af.z.R. 

0.999 0,499 3980 Mot Ductile.Bent to 
74O broken about 113°. 

0.996 0.510 5300 42 D.V-ehaped bric. 
10520 along edge of w. 

I'r.ctures in heat-'affected zone. 



FREE BEND TESTS 
(Tested at -O F) 
Tested Flatwise 

5pecinn Height, in. Width, in. YP & Max. Fracture Tjpe of 
No. Tested Angle Fracture 

Flatwise 

A-2-6 0.495 1.000 3100 46 r3.F.cr. At edge 
4560 of vreld 

i3-2 O.49 1.001 2300 Not Bent to 116° 
3450 broken without bric. 

C-2-e 0.510 0.999 2900 91 B.F.Gr. Fract. 
49GO in HttZ. 

A5-3 0.495 0.998 3160 Not Bent to 103° 
4640 broken without br.Duct. 

B-5-3 0.500 1.000 2290 Not r3ent to 111° 
3500 broken without hr.Duct. 

c-5:3 0.51]. 0.995 2900 Not Bent to 114° 
4940 broken without bric. 

A-6..3 0.496 1.004 3100 101 B.Edge of weld 
4540 in HAZ. 

B-6i-3 O.49 0.992 2000 Not Bent to 112° 
broken without br.Duct. 

C.»6-3 0.506 0.999 2650 65 About 1/4e from 
4640 edke of weld,13. 

Tested on Edge 

À-2-10 0.997 0.496 5600 20 B.Edge of weld ir 
Z37O HAZ. 

r3-2..1O 0.999 0.497 4470 99 D.Brk.partly in 
7EtO w1d & HAZ. 

C-2-10 0.992 0.511 5350 47 S1.D. HAZ. Fine 
10580 granular. 

A-5-7 0.991 0.494 5680 3 S1.D. At edge of 
9550 weld.F.Gr. 

35J7 1.001 0.499 4540 98 D. TIAZ. R. Fine 
312O granular. 

C-5-7 0.994 0.510 5OO 23 B.R,Starts in 
10260 HAZ, thru weld. 

A-6-9 1.000 0.497 5750 39 B.R. HAZ, edge 
9440 of weld. 

1.002 O.49a 4100 iot D.Bent to 114° 
7650 broken without brk. 

c-6-9 0.994 0.506 5200 36 B.Heatffocted 
10100 zone F. Gr. 



NOTCHED BEND TESTS (Flat) 
Room Temperature (70 F) 

Span 6 in. 1.20 in. (6 cm) pin. Avisler chine 
Notch - Standard øìsrpy, 11ed to 0.079 in. 

below plate level 
Length of specien transverse to direction of rolling 

Specimen 
No. 

Height, in. Width., in. !ield kint 
lb 

Load at . 

lb 
Fracture 

Angle-Deg. 
Type of 

Fracture 

A.I4 0.497 O.9Çfl3 2700 3440 30 Fine grain, ductile in w 
Bii1.4 0.500 

; 
0.997 2060 3210 0 Fine,duct., tearing in 

we].d(not broken). 
CÌ4 0 511 L007 2800 4100 FinS ain, duct. in w. 
A-42 

m 
- 0.49e 0.997 2660 3440 33 Fine grain, duct. (not 

'a 
o broken). 

B-5-12 0.498 0.993 1950 3100 66 Fine,duct.,toaring in 
o weld (not broken). 

C5-l2 0.509 0 0.999 2600 4000 24 Rather brittle, but not 
conpletely Iroken. 

Â-3-4 0.494 0.997 2S20 3330 36 Fina grained,duct. in 
weld. (Not broken). 

B-3-4 0.501 0.999 l20 3040 64 Fine,duct., tearing in 
weld, (Not broken). 

C-3-4 0.5U 2 0.997 2560 4120 41 Fine grathed. Ductile 
in weld. (Not broken). 



NOTCHED BEW TESTS (Edge) 
(Same conditions as for notched bend tests, flat) 

Snecirnen Height, in. 7idth, in. Yield 'oint Iad at Max. Fracture Type of 
- 

No. lb lb fngle-Deg. 'actire 
A4w 1.004 0.495 5800 7900 29 F±ne,duct. at junction 

between weld & pl, 
0.998 0.499 4300 7100 48 Fine,duct. at junction 

betrieen weld & pl. 
C-l-f3 $ 1.000 0.512 5300 8500 26 Fine, duct.thru weld. 
a-4-g 0.999 0.494 5600 7&.O 25 Fîne,duct. at junction 

p4 between weld & pl. 
u3-4 1.001 0.498 4150 6920 44 Fine,duct.thru weld& 

d at junction of w & pl. 
{6) 

1.001 0.509 5500 8OO 17 Fine,duct. at junction 
ofweldsndpl. 

A-6-3 
: 

1.003 0.497 5500 7900 35 Fine grain, ductile 
thruweld. 

B-6-8 0.994 0,496 3570 8160 59 Fine gr., duct. thru 
w&atjunct.ofw&pl 

C-6-8 0.998 0.504 4900 7850 27 Fine gr., ductile thru 
w & at junct. of w & p1 

Orijnal Plate 
0.998 0.492 4440 6300 10 Sudden,F.Gr. Brittle 

(Not broken). 
B-1 0.998 0.497 3000 5200 31 F.,duct. (Not broken) 
C-1 0.999 0.510 4500 6630 U Sudden. F.Gr. Sl.duct. 



NOTCH BEND ThSTS 
(Tested at O F) 

Tcstcd P1atwis 

Specimen Height in. Width in. IP & Fracture Type of 
No. 1Fax. Angle Fracture 

- 

A..1-1 0.495 LOGO 2990 24 ed,Qr.thru w.B. 
36GO 

B.lu*U 0.500 0.994 2160 E32 Sl..D.Tearing brk 
3270 thru weld.R. 

c_l1l 0.512 1.007 2750 24 B,R.Grar. thru 
4100 weld. 

A4í.O 0.495 1.000 2700 20 B.Lked.Gran.,R. 
3560 thru weld. 

B.4-tO 0.499 1.000 2200 6 Sl.D.Tearing 
3300 brk.in weld.R, 

C'i.lO O.5U 0.995 2650 10 B.Fine gran. 
3000 thru weld 

A..3-U 0.497 1.004 2900 21 B.d.Gran. 
366Q thru weld. 

B-3.'-ll 0.501 0.999 1920 7 Th,Sl.D,Tearing 
J 3010 thru weld.Srn. 

lamination. 
Ç_3*..0 0.512 1.002 2620 24 R.thru weld 

3920 eu.gran. 

' 

Tested on Edge - - 
A-2-4 O.991 0.495 5OO 17 13.ed.Oran.t1ìru 

000 weld. 

B..24 0.999 O.49a 4200 5]. Sl.D,R.Diag. 
7550 across weld. 

C.2'4 0.998 0.510 5600 22 B.Fine grazi. 

6oO 
Aiu4l2 O995 0.494 5550 23 R.Along edges of 

ß060 weld.Med. gran. 

B4.l2 0.998 O.49 423O 43 Sl.D.Along edges 
of weld.Fiae gr. 

C412 1.000 0.509 6500 3 Failed first In 
6500 high carb.ctrF. 

A..3..iO l0Ol 0.496 5800 25 l.D.Very P. 
8300 fraetjine gr. 

1.003 0.500 4000 54 E5LD.Along 
7250 edges Ofr74fltOHA 

0.o999 0.510 5500 22 IR,T)Iag.across 
8600 on edges of w. 



NOTCH BEND 3TS 
(Tested at '.20 F) 

Tested Flat'wlse 

Specimen No. Height 1dth Y? & Iacture Type of 
in. In. ìax. Anglo Fracturo 

A-u2.' 0.495 0.996 2920 16 }3.Med.gz'an.,thru 
3560 weld 

B-ø2u 0.497 0.997 2170 84 Sl.D.F.gran.thru 
:3160 weld. 

c-2-8 0.510 O.9$ 2850 29 13.Med.gran.thru 
4100 weld. 

A-5-3 0,495 0.998 2900 28 B.Med.gran.tiiru 
4160 weld. 

B-5-8 0.497 1.005 2320 63 Sl.D.Fine gran, 
3350 Thru weld to HAZ. 

C-5-e 0.510 0.998 23OO 20 R,,Gran. thru 
3720 weld. 

I 
A-6..lO 0.495 0.999 2860 19 B.ed.gran. thru 

33O weld. 

fI ßl0 0,499 0,994 2020 66 Sl.D.F5jie gran. 
3000 thru w.to op.edge 

Cu6-l0 0.506 1.000 2600 B,Fine gran.thru 
3380 weld. 

Tested on Edge 

A-2-U 1.000 0.494 53OO 14 R.Gran,B. thru 
7g60 weld. 

B-2-11 1.000 O.49 4260 59 Sl.D.Gran.thru 
'7560 weld to edge. 

C-2'.11 0.9913 0.510 5410 14 13.R.Med gran. 
36O thru weld. 

A..5.'lO 0.996 0.494 5700 16 B.MedJt.gran. 
7700 thru weld. 

B5.l0 0.996 O.49 4510 51 LD. thru edges 
7650 of w. into HAZ. 

C-5'.lO 0.999 0.509 53OO 10 R.B.thru weld. 
l3O Sin.blowhole. 

A'.6'.l2 1.000 0.494 5goo 26 R.13.thru weld. 
7960 Med. gran. 

B-6-12 1.000 0.496 3950 49 R.tearing brk. 
7160 Into HAZ. 

C--l2 0.997 0.504 5300 23 }Linto edges of 
52O weld. 

0.495 1.001 5100 ELFine gran.Med. 
6550 R.fracture. 

0.500 1.004 3280 16 Very sl.D. Fine 
5470 gran.fracture. 

0 0.511 1.000 5800 3 Very LFine gran. 
5800 fracture 



CRARF'! IMPACT TESTS 
(120 F) 

Standard 10 x 10 x 55 n'nn specimens vdth 2 miii A2TM V-notch 
Length of specimen transverse to direction of rolling 

(B denotes trittle fracture, D ductile Fracture, S slightly, 
V very, and R rough). (u un-notched, F flat, ath E edge). 

Material Notch ____ Ft Th Tjpe of 
No. Position Absorbed Fracture 

A-5-4 Plate F 130.6 32 Pt.B.Pt.an. & 
fibrous. 

B-5-4 Plate F 121.6 46 Pt.gr.& fibrous. 
C-'5-4 Plate F 133.0 29 B.Med granular. 
A-.5-4 Plate E 133.7 28 Pt.D,Mostly fine 

fibrous. 
Plate E 124.0 43 Pt.D,Pt.5T. c 

fibrous. 
C-5-4. Plate E 42.4 17 B.Meci.gran. 

A1-3 Plate U F O 217 Unbroken. 
B-1-3 Plate U F O 217 unbroken. 
C-l-3 Plate U F O 217 Unbroken. 
A-2-3 Plate U E O 217 Unbroken. 
13-2-3 1ate U E O 217 Unbroken. 
C-2-3 Plate U E O 217 Unbroken. 
Â-3-7 Plate F 142.0 1 B.Fine gran. 
b-3-'? Plate F 116.5 48 fl.R.Fibrous. 
C.ì'37 Plate F 147.6 11 BJed.gran. 
À-4-6 Plate E 23 B.Fine gran. 
13-4-6 Plate E 125.3 4]. FD.Partly gr. 

& fibrous. 
C-d-6 Plate E 149.4 9 B.Med. gran. 
A-1-3 Weld F 114.0 60 D.Fine gr.thru 

weld. 
B-1-3 neid F 110.1 67 D.FR. Fibrous. 
C-1-3 Weld F 117.3 54 D.Fine gr. thru 

weld. 
Al-7 Weld E 115,5 57 RD.Fine gr. thru 

weld. 
B-ls'7 Weld E 101.2 83 RD.FiflS ¿2e thU 

. weld. 
C-1-7 1d E 117.2 54 RD.Fine gr. thru 

weld. 



CIIARPY IMPACT TESTS 
('70 F)(Cont'd) 

Specirìen 

No. 

Material Ì,Totch 

k,sition 

Angle Ft th 
Absorbed 

Type of 
Fracture 

A-5-li Weld F U6.8 56 D.Flno gr. thru 
weld. 

!Ield F 100.2 85 RD.Into p]..inat. 

C-5-U Weld F 134.0 27 SLD. Tough, 
granular. 

A-44 Weld E 124.0 43 FDR.Fi.ne gr. 

thru weld. 
E 118.3 52 RD. Fibrous. 

C-4-4 leid E 138.6 22 F13R. partly 
granular. 



CHAR?! IMPACT TESTS 
(o F) 

(Conditions same as for 70 F) 

Specimen lAaterial Notch Angle Ft Lb Type of 
No. Position Absorbed Fracture 

A..3-3 Plate U F O 217 Unbroken. 
i33:3 Plate U F O 217 TJnboken. 
C-3-3 Plate U F O 217 Unbroken. 
A-4. Plate U F O 217 Unbroken. 
B-4'-4 Plate U E O 217 Unbroken. 
C-4-4 Plate U E 79O 127 Fine gr.B.Th1.th 

soins necking. 
A.-l-'9 Plate Flat 145.4 13.4 B.Fine, gran. 
B-l-9 Plate Flat 151.0 7.4 BJ4ed. gran. 
C-l-9 Plate Flat 151.7 6.3 B.Fine,gran. 
Â-2-9 Plate Edge 146.1 12.6 13.Fine,gran. 

B-2-9 Plate Edge 344.2 15.3 B.Fne, gran. 
C-2-9 Plate Edge 155.3 3.6 B.Fine, gran. 
A-5-6 Plate Flat 146.3 12.2 !3.Fine,gran. 
13-5..6 Plate rlat 145.7 13.2 BJed.gran. 
C-5-6 Plate Flat 149.6 3.9 13.R.Ued.gran. 
A..5-6 Plate Edge 145.0 13.9 13.Fine,gran. 

B..5-6 Plate Edge 147.0 11.6 13.Fine,gran. 
C-5-6 Plate Pdge 155.0 3.9 !3.Fine,gran. 
A-1-9 eld Flat 130.3 32.2 SD.R.Firie gran. 

thru weld. 
I3-l-9 Weld Flat 120.3 45.0 D.R.Fine,Ptly. 

into pl. 
C-l-9 Weld Flat 129.5 34.0 SD,Mecr.thru 

reld. 

À-2-3 Weld Edge 132.5 29.5 3.Fine gr. thru 
weld. B3 Weld Edge 130.5 32.0 D.R.Fine gr. 
thru weld. 

C-2.3 Weld' Edge 139.3 21.5 B.Sl.flaw,?.Gr. 
A-3.3 Weld U Spares 
B-3-3 Weld U Spares 

C-3-3 Weld U Spares 
A-3-7 Weld Edge 127.6 37.5 SD.Fine gr.thru 

weld. 

3-3-7 Teld Edge 118.0 52.5 D.R.F3.ne gr. 

into plate. 

C-3-7 Weld Edge 143.2 10.2 13.Fine,gran. 

Weld Flat 127.4 37.'? SD.Fine gr. thru 
weld 

D-3-9 Weld Flat 109.1 69.5 D.P.Fine gr. int 
plate 

Weld Flat 136.0 25.5 B.Fine gr.thru w 



CH&RF IMPACT TESTS 
(O F)(Cont'd) 

Specimen 
No. 

Material Notch 
Position 

Angle Ft Lb 
Absorbed 

Type of 
Fracture 

À-4-6 Weld Flat 126.5 39.5 13.Fine gr. thru 
weld. 

B-4-6 Weld Flat 110.3. 66.5 D.R.Fine gr. 

Into plate. 
C-4-6 eld Flat 143.4 16.0 B.Fine gr. thru 

weld. 
A-4-II ifeld Edge 135.5 26.2 fl.Fine gr. thru 

weld. 
B-4-U Weld Edge 122.7 45.5 SD.Fine gr. R. 

thru weld. 
C-4-11 Teld Edge 152.0 6.5 13.Fine gr. thru 

weld. 



CHkFY IMPACT TESTS 
(-20 F) 

(Conditions saìne as Loi' 70 F 

Specirien 
No, 

ateria1 Notch 
Position 

An].e Ft Lb 
Absorbed 

Type of 
Fracture 

A-l-7 Plato U F O 217 Unbroken. 
B-1-7 Plate U F O 217 Unbroken. 
C-1-7 Plate U F O 2].? Unbroken. 
A-2-7 Plate U E O 217 Unbroken. 
3-2-'7 Plate U E O 217 Unbroken. 
C-2-7 Plate U E O 217 
A-3-9f Plate Flat 120.7 (48.0) B.Ftne, gran. 
-3.l9 Plate Flat 3.47.0 11.6 B.Fi.ne, gran. 

C-39 Plate Flat 152.5 6.0 ILFIne, gran. 
Not a fair test, hammer struck side of spec. 
support. 

A-4-II Plate Edge 147.0 116 B.Med. gran. 
B-4-U L1ate I4dge 137.5 (24.0) B.Fine, gran. 

C-4-U 2late Edge 154.6 4.1 B.Ftne, gran. 

Not a fair test, hanuner struck plywood giard. 
A-5-II Plate Flat 149.0 9.2 B.R. gran. 

B-5-U Plate Flat 150.0 8.4 B.Fine, gran. 
C-5-U Plate Flat 153.9 4.7 B.Fine, gran. 
A-5-II Plate Edge 145.3 13.0 BJed.R. gran. 

B-s-u '1ate Edge 151.3 7.]. B.Fîne, gran. 

C-5-U Plate Edge 155.9 3.2 BJine, gran. 
A-2.17 Weld Flat 132.2 29.0 S1.D.Fine gr. 

thru weld. 
B-2-7 e1d Flat 121.7 47.0 D.F., thru w. 
C-2-7 ïeld Flat 133.0 2.4 Sl.D.1ed.R.thru 

weld. 

À-2-9 Weld Edge 137.4 23.5 S]..D.Fine gr. 
thru weld. 

3-2-9 Weld Edge 138.4 22.5 Sl.D.Med.R. 
thru weld. 

C-2-9 1e1d Edge 135.0 2'7û S1.D.MedJt. 
- 

. thru weld. 
À-5-4 Te1d Flat 137.1 24.0 S1.D.Fine gr. 

thru e1d. 

D-5-4 kíe1d Flat 103.3 70.0 D.R.thru weld. 
C-5-4f Weld Flat 146.4 12.2 B,R.thru weld. 

+3aU flaw (crack or mcl.) in weld. 
A'-5-6 Weld Edge 140.0 21.0 Sl.D.Firie gr. 

thru weld. 
e1d Edge 127.3 37. D.Fine gr.thru 

weld. 

C-5-6 Weld Edge 153.0 5.5 B.Fine ¿r.thru 
weld. 



CHARF! IbPACT TESTS 
(.m20 F)(Cont'd) 

Specinen 
No. 

Material Notch 
Position 

Angle Ft Lb 
Absorbed 

Type of 
Fracture 

A-6-4 Weld Edge 132.6 2.5 S1.DJIed.R. 
thru iuld. 

B-6-4 Jeld Edge 32.7 119.0 D.R.thru weld 
into plate. 

c..64 Weld Edge 141.3 19.2 S1.D.Fine gr. 

thru weld. 

A66 Weld Flat 121.3 47.0 Sl.D.Flne gr. 

thru weld. 
B-6-6 Weld Flat 101.0 4.0 D.R.Thru weld. 

C-6-6 Weld Flat 131.0 33.5 Sl.D.Fine gr. 
thru. weld. 

A-6-11 U 31.0 
B-6U Weld U Not broken. 

C-6-11 'e1d U 30.5 


